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Cemetery remapping project
Preface, 2017: For a teacher at any of the downtown schools (Harborview, Montessori, JD High) with only an 
hour’s class period to get kids outside, Evergreen Cemetery has always been the obvious place. Not great 
for understory or wildlife—and a definite no-no for soil pits—but at least there’s trees to study, and lots of 
human history. In 1989 and 1990, as I launched Discovery Southeast’s Nature Studies program in Harborview 
School, we made an ambitious series of forester-style ‘stem maps,’ 18x18m. The goal was to use mapping 
as Kathy Hocker uses field-drawing, as “the art of noticing,” of paying attention. Also to acquaint students and 
teachers with handy, realworld skills used by ecologists to study forests, and ultimately, forest succession. In 
class, we showed old aerials, to examine historical change.

This summer, on the 2017 Teachers’ expedition to Kanak’aa, skinny (Seymour Canal), I described that 
~28-yr-old mapping project to Mary Jane Tenney, who teaches grades 1, 2 & 3 (E1) at Montessori. We imag-
ined remapping these plots when school resumed in the fall. Soon, my package of old hand-drawn cemetery 
mapping samples and classroom exercises was circulating among Montessori staff. Mary Jane (henceforth 
MJT) began lobbying her school to take this on at a grand scale.

The first face-to-face meeting with Montessori teachers took place on 20170921. Two former Discovery 
naturalists now work at Montessori—Rick Bellagh (E1) and Tom Schwartz (grades 7, 8 & 9) joined MJT at this 
scoping meeting and Lynette McNutt represented the E2s (grades 4, 5 & 6). I guess it was partly the chance 
to reconnect with colleagues Rick & Tall Tom that led me to agree to, basically, a complete fall Nature Studies 
program. First time I’ve done this since 1991! 1

Another factor tipping the balance was MJT’s casual claim (almost an afterthought) that she could marshall 
parent field support equaling or exceeding what my master teachers (Janie, Judy, Shirley & Sue) could deploy 
back in the glory days of the early 1990s, when the School District was a less rule-bound and overcommitted 
environment. By the time I left the scoping meeting, a good part of my autumn was spoken for. And I’d just 
been saying how nice it felt to be done with field season.

Jeez! What was I thinking?! 

1  I started Nature Studies at Harborview in 1989 and ran it for 3 years before moving on to teacher workshops and middle&highschool programs 
with smaller, self-selected student teams. 
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Historical series
On this and the following 3 pages are precisely 
georeferenced aerials showing 84 years of change. In 
Acrobat, hold your pencil to any point of interest and 
click back-&-forth (mousewheel or keyboard arrows) 
comparing tree growth, development, etc.
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Daily journals
20171003 First mtg with E2s 
Although we had that scoping meeting back in September, I’ll date the begin-
ning of the re-mapping project to Oct 3rd, when E2 teachers Lynette McNutt, 
Stacy Unsiker and Cory Crossett met after school to discuss how we should 
orchestrate the field days (actually, ‘day,’ singular!). 

I was highly impressed when Stacy spread out an array of paper-model 
conceptual placeholders on the table and suggested dividing their combined 
70 kids in 4 groups for a 2-hour field session, and mapping 4 plots simultane-
ously. For a spatialist like me, that was the only intelligible way to visualize 
the 3-ring circus we were trying to excute. Each teacher would specialize in 
one of the key tasks, and rotate between plots. Kids would not; they’d experi-
ence all tasks sequentially, and get to know just one plot well.  I would free-
float over the whole thing.

Didn’t occur to me until the meeting was nearly over that to map every-
thing simultaneously this meant I had to create string grids for not one but 4 
plots. Oops! 1

20171009 Intro for MJT’s 1-2-3s 
Monday. I don’t think I’ve ever done a class for kids younger than 3rd grade. 
Considering that, it went quite well, kids circled shoulder-to-shoulder around 
the “perimeter” of a rug (good mapping word from MJ). MJ later said her 
kids were pretty tuned in for the first 20 minutes, but I shouldn’t have gone 
those extra 5 or 10.

Asked em how old their parents were. Melissa Patterson at the front desk 
who admitted me had earlier (name?) estimated average ages around 35 years. 

1  It later took me 4 hours stooping over the flags in the dark in front of our apartment to prepare them—5 
hrs including the shopping trip.  Ultimately, I scaled back to only the original 3 plots, for logistical simplicity 
on ‘circus day,’ 1103. 

(35 minus 27 years ago would make today’s 35-year-olds roughly first grad-
ers when I mapped in 1990—too young for our Nature Studies pilot.) It’d be 
really cool if we could enlist some alumni from that original carto-cohort to 
help with the remapping. 

We played with some tools—borer, d-tape—and studied the sample maps 
from 1990; learning about coordinates, bearings, etc.

After school, 3:20 pm, I met with all the E1 teachers: MJT, Rick B, and 
Callie Conerton. Rick’s been prepping his kids for the mapping with lots of 
time in the cemetery, including treasure hunts using the coordinates on the 
overview map. They’ve already found the 
surviving cottonwood near plot #1. 

20171010 First field for MJT 
Tuesday. Spectacular bluesky weather, and 
more forecasted through Thursday—an 
almost unheard-of clear streak for this 
time of year. Wow! Discovery is known 
for going out pretty much regardless of 
weather, but mapping, with its clipboards & 
paper, is especially challenging in rain, and 
the reprieve is hugely appreciated. 

Cathy helped me lay out the lines for plot 
#1 at 9am, then watched over em while I 
went inside to meet MJ’s teams. 1:3 parent-
student ratio! What a pleasure working with 
this class on a beautiful autumn day. Our goal was to experience elements of 
the mapping; not to come away with any particular cartographic products.

01 Taping  E1s are too young to worry about pi, or how a d-tape might 
somehow convert circumference to diameter, so we just called it the ‘magic 

01
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tape.’ We did, however, get into the difference between diameter and circumference 
during our classroom introduction. 

04 Toe-to-toe  When MJ calls, her students quickly group up. I would later come 
to appreciate this—definitely not universal behavior for E1 classes. If I were a Nature 
Studies naturalist trying to orchestrate normal fall activities I think I’d just surrender to 
the chaos and let kids be kids. 2 But I agreed to deliver this mapping project, whether it’s 
2  Even within MJ’s class, as attested by these postures, there’s considerable range in attention span..  

age-appropriate or not. I guess what’s ‘appropriate’ is not so much 
written in child-developmental stone as in the aspirations and abili-
ties of educators and their naturalist-accomplices.

From 1pm to 1:30 I did the indoor intro for Connie’s 1-2-3 class. 
Pretty challenging. Rick lent us a spruce round that I drilled with 
the borer, letting them trade off on the handle. Big hit, but only 
got everyone pulling together for a few seconds. Whew! If it’s this 
chaotic indoors, what’ll it be like in the wild outside?

From 1:30 to 2:30 the E2 teachers joined me in the cemetery to 
go through some of the measuring tasks. En route, we checked out 
the southern corner with the oldest, tallest trees as a possible 4th 
plot location. So far, I’m thinking the 4 tasks should be divided as 
follows: 

1) contouring with rod & level (make 4 rods)
2) tree measures: diameter, height, & general mapping (more 

d-tapes?)
3) crown spread 
4) coring (get more borers?)3

20171011 Intro for Rick, 2nd field for MJT 
Wednesday. Another bluesky day and weatherunderground predicts 
one more before it unravels on Friday. In the morning I did the 

3  PS 20171012: After the rather paranoid experience of having even 2 string grids deployed 
simultaneously, I began to rethink the wisdom of creating 4 stem maps, with one of them 
separated from the others by 120 meters. There’s just too many little hoodlum bands 
smoking and giggling in the cemetery to feel comfortable leaving my lines unattended (not to 
mention the mappers themselves tripping over the lines and ripping em out). I’m gravitating 
toward just the 3 original plots, all within sight distance. That means collapsing the number 
of teacher-directed tasks from 4 to 3. We could merge tasks 3&4, and divide kids between 
crown mapping and tree coring. There are few enough spruce trees in (and adjacent to) 
each plot that I could easily core and archive them in the 40 minutes we’ll have for each 
session. (120 minutes total divided by 3 plots = 40 min.)   

04
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03

indoor intro for Rick’s class. 
Got there 5 minutes early and 
watched him explaining latitude 
and longitude by slicing up an 
apple. Pretty complex stuff for 
grades 1 to 3. My intro was fun 
because these kids have already 
been to the cemetery many 
times, using my old overview 
map & coordinate system. 
There was a lot to build on, and 
they were mostly respectful 
and attentive. 

At 10am I joined MJT’s 
class for a 2nd cemetery tour, 
but didn’t restring the lines or 
try to orchestrate anything; I 
was just another field helper on 
this follow-up visit.

03 DHH  Diameter at breast height (dbh) for an adult works out to 
about diameter at head height (dhh) for E1s. If we want our diameters 
to be comparable on remeasured trees 27 years apart, standardization’s 
pretty important. Technically, dbh is 4.5 feet up from regional ground 
level. Metrically, that’s 1.37 m.

In the right distance there’s a good view of one of the pollarded 
mountain ashes that has survived . 

20171012 Field for Callie & Rick 
Thursday. Another bluesky morning. Too contrasty for documentary 

03
photography, so even though I had plenty of solo time between classes, I never took 
the full-plot panoramas I’d hoped to create for longterm comparisons. Because 
tomorrow’s forecasted to turn rainy, Rick moved his field day forward. I went out 
with Cathy to string plot #2,4 which both classes used. Since E1 classes aren’t respon-
sible for actually remapping plots (that’ll be left to the E2s), it seemed fine for these 2 
classes to share the same plot. The challenge was how to watch over the lines for the 
2.5 hours between field trips. 

03 Callie’s class  A rare moment of focus. I spent a good part of both sessions 
pleading futiley with racing kids not to trip over the grid lines. Here, it really helps 
to have lots of parents looking out for the plot, but that wasn’t happenin today. Callie 

4  1990 classes: Jackson/Mercer 5th grades: Banazak 4th grades; Minge/Homan 3rd grades. 
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07 08
and Rick brought maybe 3 helpers each. For the kids it was definitely an 
educational and fun experience, but for me, as a 67-year-old cartographer-
geek with unrealistic expectations based on MJ’s careful pilot, it was exhaust-
ing. By 2:30 when Rick’s athletes headed back to school, I was hoarse. 

Setting up grid lines takes about an hour, at least the first time I do it, when 
corners aren’t relocated and marked. In fact, on our first attempt with plot 
#2 this morning we noticed only after all 8 lines were pinned down that the 
whole grid was a couple meters off to the east, relative to the 3 surviving 
trees. After Callie’s class left, I pulled the stakes and corrected that grid. 

Then, so as not to have to restake #2, I left it in place and went over to see 
if I could relocate plot #3. It’s close enough that I’d have been able to notice 
suspicious activity over at plot #2. Plot #3 shows roughly on the cemetery 
overview map, but the actual stem map was lost at the time I relaid the lines.     

07 Bearshit  At 3-8 in plot 3. Includes berries but not sure of matrix. 
Possibly dogfood, but didn’t have the guts to sniff it. Diameter of my forearm. 
Surreal, disturbing ejecta, draped over the invasive creeping buttercups.

08 Rick’s class  Before handing over his class to my direction, Rick 
set up a pacing exercise. Half his (older?) kids had already determined their 
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pace-length, and he paired em with those who 
hadn’t. Then, from the lower flagpole, he told 
em to pace off 100 meters through the sunny 
(northern) half of the cemetery. Later, he had 
me shoot back to the starting pole with my laser 
from a position beyond where most of the kids 
had stopped. 127 meters.

10

05

As with Callie’s E1s, exhuberant line-tripping 
prevailed as we rampaged into plot 2. The most 
focus we achieved was in during a few moments of 
the crown-spread circling. With students marking 
the current spread of spruce 16-5, I walked the old 
1990 spread by reference to the map. Looks like 
branches have extended outward another 2 meters 
or so in the last quarter century.

After the kids headed back, I returned to 
mapping plot 3. Took these photos to make restak-
ing easy on E2 field day.

10 SW corner  View west, Henry Anderson 
stone, marked on map, right. Fetched the hand-axe 
from the Ford and created wooden corner stakes 
from shed branches along the cemetery’s SE border 
escarpment. These are nice because unlike tent 
stakes or wire flags they can be left in place for 
restringing. Just have to be careful the axe is well 
concealed from inquisitive male E1s. Lest I get too 
snooty about their dastardly proclivities, I’ve only 
to look at my left hand, which still bears the scar 
from chasing my german shepard while carrying an 

Plot-3 reoccupation required a lot of detective work. 
In this ‘re-creation,’ for future cartographers, I’ve 

added some cement slabs and grave-house founda-
tions that’ll presumably be around even longer than 

the trees. A larger version of this map, and its profile  
view, is in Appendix 1.  

axe when I was an E1 myself, back in the late 1950s.
05 NW corner  View west, Charlie Garside stone, 

marked on map, right. Starting from these 2 corners it 
should be fairly easy to restring plot 3. 
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20171017 Debriefing at DSE 
Tuesday. Met at the office with Shawn, Bess and Andrew. Merli joined later 
for another mtg and volunteered to help on the big E2 mapping day. I’ll 
contact Jamie to see if he wants to film. In a follow-up email, Shawn gave us 
the good news that principal Kristin Garot agreed to bill our requested $1500 
to a special-projects fund.1 He asked me to keep track of hours. As of today, 
not counting several of those marathon journaling sessions into the wee hours, 
I’ve put in about 54 hours. Only a tiny fraction of those are contact hours with 
students or teachers, so I don’t expect to be fully reimbursed. But since we’re 
considering featuring this project on our website/socialmedia, etc, we should 
probably be upfront about how much effort actually goes into it, compared to 
a more traditional, less product-oriented Nature Studies unit. 

In addition to my time, it needs more backup from teachers and their 
parent-&-volunteer networks. All of that investment hopefully transfers to a 
more enriching experience for students, and inspiration to their adult helpers.2 

20171101 Intro for E2s 
Wednesday. Blue skies! Crossing fingers that this holds, as Weather Under-
ground predicts, through Friday, when the 3-ring circus happens. Lynette, 
Stacy and Corey rejiggered their classes into 2 groups for slideshows in 
the commons. Surprisingly convoluted process, getting a projection system 
rigged up in there; good thing I showed up early. (PS, and same problem next 
day for E1 slideshows). 

The powerpoint is in the ppt subfolder, titled cemeteryE2intro.ppt. 

1  $1500 was based on a conservative estimate of 50 hours of my time, at $30/hr, about a quarter of my 
consulting fee. I knew I was likely to put in way more than 50 hours, but that’s okay. 

2  PS: in the case of the E2 field trip, no parents were recruited, and their places were taken by 
7-8-graders from Tall Tom’s class. Educationally that’s better for students overall, but the downside in 
terms of Discovery PR is there’s less community awareness of the project. Maybe we can compensate by 
doing outreach through our pics and video storytelling. 

Ordinarily, I’d say hands-on prep and summary is better than passive slide-
watching. But cartography’s so visual that you almost have to devote time to 
projection. To show the utility of stem-map reoccupation, I put up examples 
from the 1986-to-2017 cottonwood-to-spruce plot in Áakw Valley. Even used 
the histograms with diameter classes, and was gratified to hear a bunch of 
gasps and “wows” as I toggled from 86-to 2017, and the spruce bars shifted 
right. When a class gets excited about bar charts, something’s working right.

Even more focus, of course, when we got to the historical series that 
begins this journal-manual. Both sessions were really fun for me. If the actual 
mapping goes half as well, I’ll deem the cemetery project a success.

20171102 Wrapup for E1s 
Thursday. Blue again! With the clear nights, dropping below freezing by 
morning. Leaves off in Behrends Slide, so you can see goats without binos 
from the ‘commute’ between our apartment and the school.

I went into these summary sessions for the E1s with some trepidation, 
having seen how difficult it can be for especially the 1st & 2nd graders to 
focus. But with the exception of the first class, that used up half its time just 
getting settled enough for me to start, the wrapups went fine.  

The powerpoint is in the cemeterymaps>ppt subfolder, titled cemeteryE-
1summary.ppt. Stuff added that’s not in the E2 prep show included the 
LiDAR belt transect through plots 1 and 2, (Appendix 5) to show the 
difference between a map (vertical projection) and a profile (side view). 
Since only the plot-1 hand-drawn profile survives, I had to re(?)create 
the plot-2 profile, and did so digitally as a template for further profiling 
(cemeterymaps>treetemplates). I also did an advance before&after compari-
son of tree diameters for plots 1 and 2 that the E1 classes visited, using my 
‘donught’ arcmap symbology in which the old 1990 diameter shows as a 
‘hole’ inside the larger 2017 dbh. These maps are just placeholders though, 
because the crown spreads have not been mapped or updated. 
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20171103 E2s 3-ring circus day 
Friday. Clouds moved in overnight, which I actually appreciated for the sake 
of our photographers; better lighting than the contrasty blue skies of the E1 
field sessions. Nippy though, for any kid (and there are always a few) who 
came underdressed. Low 27o, rising to only around 35o by end of mapping.

The E2 teachers and I had decided to assign their combined 70 students to 
one of 3 plots, and keep them there with the grade-7-8 leaders while teachers 
and their DSE partners rotated through the plots every ~half hour with a new 
activity. As it turned out, we only had time for 2 of these activity sessions, so 
each student group experienced only 2 of the 3 mapping skills.

With the first students due at 1 pm, I was laying out lines by 11:30. Merli, 
Jamie, and a new Discovery hire named Nick Marinelli soon arrived to help. 

20 cp

We had the perimeters strung by the time some advance kids came out to help 
with the transect lines. A few rats-nests ate up valuable time from ropemaster 
Steve and Janalynn Doten-Ferguson, another new Nature Studies lead who’d 
come to observe. 

Our E2 teachers arrived with mapping blanks from my pdf packet printed 
out onto clipboards. Lynette and Andrew Madsen took charge of heights & 
crowns, while Cory and Merli led diameters and coring. This left Stacy and 
Nick to wrangle the contouring sessions. It soon became clear that this would 
be the most challenging to explain, so I helped with that group for most of 
session 1. This became extremely frustrating when one of my three $180 
clinometers disappeared. I asked multiple times for the students to all check 
their pockets. Finally jogged over to Cory’s tree-coring group to ask there. 
Turned out one of the 7-8 leaders had put it in her pocket and wandered off to 
help a different team.

Being the overall ringmaster apparently means getting assigned the most 
crazy-making tasks. After that, I began to relax and enjoy the circus. For 
those of us guiding the contouring activity, bottlenecks involved explaining 
what you’re seeing inside the clinometer. I don’t remember this being such a 
problem in 1990, but back then, contouring was the sole task for grade 5, and 
we probably did pre-field practise indoors. Ideally, students would be shown 
a movie of what you see inside the instrument as you raise and lower it, and 
how to project that imaginary black line outside the device onto the waiting 
survey rod. It’s quite difficult to explain all that verbally, to one kid, while 
others are twiddling their thumbs (or dancing!).

20 cp Handwarming dance  Taking spot elevations on west border of 
plot 3. Cathy, who took this picture, says the girls in background are actu-
ally on-task. They’re warming their hands while waiting their turn at the 
clinometer.
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Corner panos
In fading light, before 
making the last 
measurements and 
pulling the lines, I 
jogged to each plot 
corner and took a pair 
of high and low 90o 
iPhone panoramas 
looking into the center. 
By that, I mean one 
pano sweeping across 
the lower, grassy 
portion, and another 
overlapping sweep 
showing more of the 
trees. 

Back home, I 
stitched the high-&-low 
pairs together in auto-
pano pro. The result 
is pretty close to the 
expanse of view that 
I got from turning the 
Nikon DSLR 18mm on 
end (portrait mode) and 
taking a series of shots 
for pano-stitching.

In this collage for plot 
1, each quadrant—NW, 
NE, SE and SW, is 

plot 1

In 1990, plot 1 had a line of 3 ashes on the western border, but only 2 remain today. This made a 
good puzzler for the students—trying to find evidence of where that tree had once grown. 
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plot 2

shown, look-
ing toward plot 
center. White 
(N-S) and 
gold (E-W) 
lines on the 
edges appear 
to be parallel 
but in fact run 
outwards at 
90o.   

In 1990, plot 2 had 2 ashes near the northern border, close to “Irwin Street,” 
the ambitiously-named walking path transecting the cemetery.  Both have been 
removed.
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plot 3

PS 2020: Looks like I got 
distracted before wrapping 
up my journal and captions 
for this culminating day of our 
mapping project. 

But because this compen-
dium is 99.5% complete, I’m 
gonna declare it ready to 
share, and upload it to the 
new SCHOOLS section of 
JuneauNature. 

Thanks to all who made 
it happen, and especially to 
Mary Jane, who said we need 
to do this . . .

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/juneau-watersheds/schools/
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20180508 Ashleaves! 
A tuesday. First springlike weather for 
the past few days; otherwise pretty 
rainy and cold. I’ve been waiting for 
a chance to capture the glorious leaf-
ing of the mountain ashes, from raven 
altitudes. After the evening foot-traffic 
eased down (just one family with 
dog and stroller), I went over for a 
4-minute tour. Now I think I have all 
the elements of a knockout 20-minute 
vimeo on how to make a map with 
kids.
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Appendices
1 Exercise packet, 1990

Discovery 
Map used on 

field trips from 
Harborview 
Elementary 

School. Marginal 
coordinates are 

useful for record-
ing positions. 

For example, the 
southwest corner 
of Stem map #1 
(following activ-

ity) is at about 
4.2—6.4 (over 

4.2; up 6.4)

Mapping exercise in Evergreen Cemetery
Preface 2012:1  When I started Discovery’s Nature Studies 
Program with the 3rd through 5th grades at Harborview School in 
the late 1980s, I’d been making dozens of 18x18-meter forester’s 
stem maps throughout Juneau and Glacier Bay, mostly to better 
understand forest structure and succession. Of all the schools 
that Discovery Southeast now works with, Harborview remains 
the most challenging in terms of on-foot access to nearby wild 
land for field trips. On the other hand, the women I worked with at 
Harborview were among Juneau’s master Elementary teachers, 
immensely cherished by the community, and capable of marshal-
ling never-to-be-equalled volunteer support from parents. 

I took shameless advantage of that support. Sometimes in side-
ways rain, we marched our juvenile cartographers right across the 
street into the cemetery (preceding page). If our parents (such as 
future Lieutenant Governor Fran Ulmer) were dubious, they never 
let on. But as third-grade teacher Janie Homan told me “If you’re 
excited about it, the kids will be excited too.” One soaked mom told 
me she’d learned many of these skills—in a university course on 
advanced field ecology.

I confess this activity has never to my knowledge been repli-
cated in Southeast Alaska. The Juneau School District is a differ-
ent animal today than it was in the late 1980s. (Even by the late 
1990s, a middle-school teacher friend compared my efforts at field 
orchestration to someone trying to jump onto a moving train.) My 

1  This  Appendix contains background info and exercises from a document called 
nature-near-the-schools.pdf, (Carstensen, 2012) a digital version of class materials 
dating back to Discovery’s early years, when we gave teacher workshops for all Juneau 
public schools 

This series of 
exercises is 

also available 
as a traditionally 
formatted 8.5x11 

pdf (portrait vs 
landscape) that 

teachers may 
find easier to use 

for printing out 
sheets for class 
and field work.
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notes and dataforms for the Harborview mapping project languished 
until 1999, when John Elder brought Middlebury’s Breadloaf School 
of English to UAS for an intensive workshop on Literature of Place. 
With him were 20 fearless young teachers—masters candidates 
in their late 20s or early 30s who intended to spend a lot of their 
careers outside with students. Following my intro smorgasbord 
of Discovery field adventures, it was this intensive mapping activ-
ity that most interested them. Lots and lots of prep and summary 
time—hours on the phone with volunteers? No problem!

So, the seeds have been launched. I have no idea where in North 
America they are sprouting. 

After brainstorming sessions with my 3rd-through 5th-grade 
Harborview teachers, we decided on the following, somewhat age-
appropriate breakdown of who-does-what. We had a total of 9 class-
es, with 3 in each grade. We divided these 9 classes into 3 mapping 
teams, each including a third, fourth and fifth grade class. The result 
was three 18x18m stem maps, outlined as numbered rectangles on 
the preceding habitat map of Evergreen Cemetery.

• Fifth graders  Produce 2-decimeter contour-interval map on the 
18x18m plot. 

• Fourth graders  Measure and plot tree diameters, heights and 
crown spreads.

• Third graders  Find and record interesting “understory” 
features. Have a lot of fun. 

Since it was a cemetery, we decided to forego soil pits.

The summary products were scale models of the plots. Fifth grad-
ers made topographic relief maps by layering cardboard over their 
1-foot contours. Fourth graders created trees with accurate heights 
and pipe-cleaner crown spreads, and planted them on the 5th-grade 
relief maps. Third-graders embellished the models with clay figu-
rines of the adult and student cartographers, to scale, of course.

Map blank for field use  18-meter grid. bold lines to be marked off with string.
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Tree mapping
Harborview 4th-grade activity

Our objective in 4th grade was to map all trees to scale, by species, on the 18x18m 
plots. That meant measuring diameters, heights and crown spreads. Identifica-
tions were easy; mostly just Sitka spruce and European mountain ash in Evergreen 
Cemetery. We also cored the spruces with increment borers to determine ages (I was 
cautioned by tree pathologist Paul Hennon not to core the ashes, because fire blight 
could be transmitted from tree to tree with borers). There was interesting discussion 
about whether the large rings on our spruce samples owed anything to their proximity 
to nearby, ahem, nutrient enrichments.

Although my notes for 4th grade are less complete than for 5th, I think we used 
foresters’ diameter tapes. These are wrapped around a tree, and translate circumfer-
ence to diameter without having to do the math in the field; a “centimeter” on the tape 
is actually 3.14 times the length of a real centimeter. Fully understanding this of course 
entails geometry that most students don’t get in 4th grade. I simply demonstrated the 
tape in class, measuring my waist, and explaining that those really fat centimeters 
on the tape worked out pretty good when the goal was not to measure my belt length 
(circumference) but my diameter (straight-line distance from tip to tip of my pelvic 
bones).

The more accurate means of measuring tree hieghts involve trigonometry, also 
beyond fourth-grade standards. Instead, we used a fun method that I often use for 
estimation when I find myself in the woods with no forestry tools. It’s called the broken 
stick method:

Break off a stick equal in length to the distance from your eye to your outstretched 
arm. Hold your arm out horizontally with the stick rising vertically, forming a right angle 
to your arm. Back away from the tree, sighting past the bottom edge of the stick to the 
base of the tree, until the top of the stick is aligned with the top of the tree. 

At this point your distance from the tree is equal to the tree height. If you know your 
pace length you can accurately step off the distance to the tree. Harborview fourth 
graders learned their pace-length by walking along tapes stretched out in the hall prior 
to the field trip.

The broken-stick method is fairly accurate in relatively open forest on level terrain. It 
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worked fine for our cemetery project with very young cartogra-
phers. In more complex forests with brushy understories and 
perhaps older students, tree-height measurement with laser 
rangefinders and clinometers make more sense. These more 
advanced methods provide a wonderful introduction to real-
world utility of trigonometry. I won’t detail those methods here, 
but for interested teachers I’m happy to share ‘how-to’ docu-
ments from the Landmark Trees Project.

As for crown spread—third of the 3 measurements—
student teams step backward from the tree trunk until they’re 
all standing directly under the outermost branches. Their position is then recorded rela-
tive to the 6-meter string grid. Several more crown-perimeter points are plotted in a 
similar manner, and then these points are connected on the field map. Note on previous 
exercise sheet that conifer canopies are symbolized with jagged lines, and deciduous 
canopies with lumpy lines.

Left: Gridded blank 
for drawing profiles 
of trees in the plot. 
No vertical exagger-
ation. 1990 profiles 
follow in Appendix 2

Right: Clean map 
blank with key, 
for overlay and 

tracing from the 
raw field maps, 

which are drawn 
on the preceding 
blank subdivided 
into 1-meter grid. 
Sample follows.

For full-size 8.5x11 
copies of these 

blanks see ceme-
terymapping.pdf
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Contour mapping
Letter to Harborview 5th-grade teachers, 1990

Each half-class divides into 4 teams. Tasks rotate within 
teams so that everyone gets to experience all aspects of the 
mapping work. One person reads the clinometer 
(or hand level). Another person holds the survey 
rod, and assists the clinometer person in determin-
ing the height above or below their flagged eye 
height as indicated on the clinometer. A third person 
records the measured spot elevations on the blank 
map form. I’ll explain all this in the introductory 
session. but if you’re curious, here’s how it works:

Sighting with hand levels to survey rods, spot elevations 
are determined at each plot corner and line intersection, plus 
every 3 meters along the lines. For this project it’s best to 
have 4 adult team leaders who understand the procedures, 
each overseeing the use of a survey rod and clinometer. 
There are 36 spot elevations to be measured on the plot so 
each half-class needs to do about 20 (~5 per group if we 
divide into 4 groups). Elevation of the point where the clinom-
eter person is standing is plus or minus the distance up or 

down from his/her flagged eye height on the rod, plus or minus the previously determined eleva-
tion of that rod location from a specified “zero” elevation.

Summary class  I’ll transfer our field map, complete with the spot elevations measured by each 
team onto the chalk board. We’ll decide on a contour interval for our plot based on total plot relief 
(distance between highest and lowest points) which will give us about 5 or 6 contours. Student 
volunteers will come up and draw in each contour, between the appropriate spot elevations.

If we have time, another valuable exercise is to produce a vertical profile on graph paper 
through a section of the plot, say from 0/6 to 18/6. This helps students to visualize the actual plot 
relief, and will prepare them to understand profiles, in our [upcoming] landform studies. Another 
follow-up which both Fred and Luann used in 1989 1 is for each student to make a relief map of 
the plot by cutting each contour out of paper, and stacking the contour sheets on balls of clay.

Concepts and physical skills 
map reading
• compass bearings (n, ne, e, se, s, sw, w, nw)

• map coordinates: eg 9/9 - over (east) 9m from sw corner, then up (north) 9m. 
i.e. center of plot)
• scale (eg. map scale is 1cm = 1m)
• metric measurements (mm, cm, dm, m)
• decimals: survey rods marked in tenths of a meter.

contour work
• elevation (will be expressed in tenths of meters)
• contours (also metric)
• contour interpolation (not as fancy as it sounds!)
• clinometer & survey rod work: (spot elevations)
• use of graph paper to produce scaled profiles of sections through map

1 Fred Hiltner and Luann McVey were 5th-grade teachers in 1989, the year I formally started Harborview’s Nature Studies 
program (following informal activities in 1988). I can’t remember how much mapping we actually did that year, so I’ve dated the 
project mostly to fall 1990..  
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Worksheets for contour interpolation and profile draw-
ing, used by 5th grade students prior to mapping field 
trip to better understand the goal of the measurements.

PS 2017: Worksheet on left shows spot elevations in 
tenths of a meter—rather awkward. I seem to recall 
that we switched from meters to decimeters midstream 
in our project. Map 2 has 0.4-m contours; Map 1 has 
2-dm contours.

Decimeters aren’t units we hear much about in the 
US. But if we’re gonna stick with metric for all measure-
ments in this project, decimeters (one tenth of a meter) 
are the best fit for capturing the very subtle contours of 
Evergreen Cemetery.

The worksheet on right uses decimeters. For prefield 
classroom exercises, I recommend introducing the 
decimeter measurement and using this one. I’ll email a 
copy to each E2 teacher.

Field equipment
I’ll provide the plot boundary lines. 4 clinometers, 4 survey rods, 4 map forms 
on Rite-in-the-Rain paper, clipboards, pencils, and survey flagging for marking 
eye height.

You provide the kids and the rain gear.

What you can do prior to the intro session
Review above list of concepts and physical skills. If you feel your students are 
missing some of the basics, such as metric units, decimals, or how to use map 
coordinate systems, it would be great if you could
practice a bit. An exercise sheet is attached, with sample coordinates.

If you’d like to meet 
sometime to go over 
these map sheets, put a 
note in my box.  RC
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2 Stem maps, 1990
This appendix has all three of the original plot maps created in 1990. 
Only map #1 has a surviving profile view from that era; I’ve recreated 

For a profile view of plot #1 from the south, toggle between this and the following 
page in Acrobat (mouse wheel or keyboard arrows). Grids are placed for precise 
registration, so the vertical trunks in the profile will appear in the same position 
as this map view. The spruce rooted just outside the plot (over 19, up 12) has 
branches hanging over the grid that show in profile view. 

profiles for maps 2 & 3 from their recorded tree dimensions.

Map #1  Position is shown at 4.2—6.4 on the preceding overview map of Ever-
green Cemetery. Contours by Linda Augustine’s 5th-graders; trees by Shirley 
Campbell’s 4th graders; lawn-care certification and spiritual supervision of adults 
by Sue Baxter’s 3rd-graders.

Mountain ashes were planted in north-south lines early in the cemetery’s history. 
Then, as they reached ‘harvestable’ height, they were pollarded, i.e. branches cut, 
maybe for firewood, at about 3 meters above the ground. This accounts for their 
rather ‘artificial’ appearance today, illustrated in the following profile view.1

Dimensions of each tree are noted, with diameter in centimeters (mapped 
roughly to scale on the 18x18m plots). The notation 21/6 means tree height of 21 
meters, with lowest branch at 6 meters.   

1  PS 2017: I’ve since read more about pollarding (largely an old-world practice) and learned there’s other 
incentives for pollarding than just firewood or pole-harvesting. Stafford (2016) describes it in reference willows, 
who are prone to cracking and splitting in age. “The [splitting] problem is eased by frequent pollarding, the 
removal of branches taking the weight from the crown. This traditional practise also provides regular supplies 
of slender olive-coloured poles, which can be used for fencing and garden features or dried out and chopped 
into logs. Pollarding leaves the more mature willow looking startled by its baldness and not a little unbalanced. 
It is hard to believe that such a bare bole will ever recover its dignity, until the unstoppable branches shoot up 
again, thicker and fresher than before.”   
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Profile view from the south through preceding map #1  Canopy symbols same 
as for the vertical, mapped view: diagonal bars for deciduous, vertical bars for 
coniferous. Canopy from trees rooted outside the plot is included, as on the map. 
Outside trunks very close to the perimeter can be shown if there’s room along the 
paper margins.

One of the values of stem mapping, and associated profiles, in addition to struc-
tural comparison with differing forest stands, is ability to track successional chang-
es on the mapped plots. It would be fascinating (and easy) to re-map these 1990 
plots, illustrating more than 2 decades of tree growth, and linking generations of 
students. If any Harborview Nature Studies alumnus has child in the school today, 
please contact me; we need to get back on those plots! 1 

Only for this first example have I aligned the map and profile on consecutive 
pages for toggling. For the following maps #2 & 3, I’ve placed the profiles on the 
same page, at finer scale. 

1  PS 2017: This was written in 2012, as I digitized the collection called Nature near the schools (Carstensen, 
2012). As this journal attests, remapping is no longer a pipe-dream. 
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Map #2  Posi-
tion is at 5.4—8.1 
on the overview 
map of Evergreen 
Cemetery. Contours 
by Jackson & Mercer 
5th-graders; trees by 
Valerie Banazak’s 
4th graders; micro 
observation by 
Minge & Homan’s 
3rd-graders.

PS 2017: When 
Cathy and I relaid the 
grid strings 27 years 
later we realized the 
NE corner of this 
plot extends out to 
the middle of Irwin 
‘Street’—the footpath 
transecting Ever-
green Cemetery—a 
detail that didn’t get 
recorded in fall 1990.

For these digitally 
created profiles, I 
drew & scanned 
spruce and ash 
cartoons based upon 
typical dimensions as 
viewed in the LiDAR 

point cloud. They’re dropped as 
layers onto the 3-m profile grid 
starting with farthest back, then 
overlapping with closer trees at 
increasing opacity.
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Map #3  Position is at 
5.5—6.5 on the over-
view map of Evergreen 
Cemetery. Trees by Ron 
Kotyk’s 4th graders. 
Looks like no contours 
were mapped on this 
one. We’ll have to do 
that this fall.

PS 2017: The original 
of this map was pretty 
bare-bones, but I was 
relieved to find it, having 
already strung lines in 
the general area and 
mapped these trees. 
Once I had the original 
diameters, heights and 
crown dimensions, I 
was able to produce the 
profile on right.

Stones and old grave 
foundations are from my 
2017 mapping, but are 
old so were certainly 
present in 1990.  
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3 E2s’ field packet, 2017
Lynette, Cory, Stacy:
Here’s all the mapping pages we’ll need for 3-ring-circus day. Everything prints in B&W.  
The large red number in upper left is just a reminder how many copies to print for that 
page. Forecast is still good so let’s not bother with rite-in-rain.

For Stacy’s contouring: 
3 clipboards/pencils. All pages same (no background landmarks for the 3 different plots. 
In theory we need 9 copies (3 teams times 3 plots, but print a dozen to be safe

For Lynette’s hieghts & crowns: 
3 clipboards/pencils. Let’s print 4 copies for each of the 3 plots. Measuring heights, 
there can be 3 teams, each with a map & clipboard, plus a tape that gets strung out 
from each tree. Take your time making sure each student has a correctly sized stick. If 
each team does just 2 trees, that’ll cover all the trees in the plot. 
The 4th map (or one of the team maps) can then be used when all teams merge to 
measure the crown spreads. 

For Cory’s diams & coring: 
2 clipboards/pencils. Print just 2 copies for each of the 3 plots. One team measures all 
the plot diameters while the other cores. Be careful to take all diams and cores at 4.5 
feet (= 1.37 meters). There’s probably time to core the 2 spruces identified on each plot, 
plus wherever the next closest one is. That’ll give every student at least a couple turns 
on the borer. I’ll help with the first sample to show how it gets labeled and stored.

Maybe in addition to printing out the red-specified numbers of each sheet, we should 
run a number  (half-doz?) of full-sets of this pdf to pass around among the adult 
leaders?

12
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4 4
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4 2
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PS, post field: I created these extra data sheets as an afterthought to the 
first packet that I emailed to the E2 teachers. Seemed like the diameter teams 
would quickly run out of in-plot trees to measure. The forms arrived too late to 
be printed out. Turns out that wasn’t important; time only allowed for measure-
ments within plots, and we never got around to measuring outside the 18x18m 
grids. 

If, however, another class wanted to fill in extra-plot tree data for the fall/

winter of 2017 (ie, prior to resumption of tree growth in spring, 2018), it could 
add a lot to the value of our cemetery project for long-term succession studies. 
It needn’t entail restringing the plot grids; only relocation of the SW corners. 
Tree positions could then be determined by tape or laser to a rod established 
over those corners. This project might be more appropriate for a middle- or high 
school class.
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4 Stem map 
summaries 
2017
Maps & associated 
profiles for the 3 
original 1990 plots, 
folowed by the 2017 
remaps. Precise 
registration on these 
pdf pages allows 
toggling back and 
forth to see changes 
in both the maps and 
profile views. 

plot 1  1990

Left: trunk posi-
tions & crown 
spreads in 1990. 
Dark green = 
spruce. Pale 
green = mountain 
ash. DBH in cm; 
height in meters.

Right: view north 
through plot. 

Lowest spruce 
foliage was high, 

due to pruning.
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plot 1  1990g 2017

Left: ‘Donughts’ 
show diameter 
growth. Bold 
numbers show 
increased diam-
eter in cm. Italic 
numbers show 
increased height 
in meters. Green 
arrows show 
crown cover 
extension.

Right: view north 
through plot. 

Lowest spruce 
foliage due to 

branch drooping 
rather than addi-
tional (epicormic) 

branching.
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plot 2  1990
Trunk positions & 
crown spreads in 
1990. Dark green 

= spruce. Pale 
green = mountain 
ash. DBH in cm; 
height in meters.

Right: view north 
through plot. 

Lowest spruce 
foliage was high, 

due to pruning.
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plot 2  1990g 2017
‘Donughts’ show 
diameter growth. 

Bold numbers show 
increased diameter 

in cm. Italic numbers 
show increased height 

in meters. Green 
arrows show crown 

cover extension.

Right: view north 
through plot. Lowest 

spruce foliage due to 
branch drooping rather 
than additional (epicor-

mic) branching.
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plot 3  1990

Left: trunk 
positions & 
crown spreads 
in 1990. 
Dark green = 
spruce. Pale 
green = moun-
tain ash. DBH 
in cm; height 
in meters.

Right: view 
north through 

plot. Lowest 
spruce foliage 
was high, due 

to pruning.
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plot 3  1990g 2017

Left: ‘Donughts’ 
show diameter 
growth. Bold 
numbers show 
increased diam-
eter in cm. Italic 
numbers show 
increased height 
in meters. Green 
arrows show 
crown cover 
extension.

Right: view north 
through plot. 

Lowest spruce 
foliage due to 

branch drooping 
rather than addi-
tional (epicormic) 

branching.
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5 Cemetery geomorphology
I used to describe the slope of Evergreen 
Cemetery as a remnant of the Dzantik’i 
Héeni alluvial fan. Now that we have this 
high-res bare earth layer with 2-ft contours, 
I lean toward the conclusion it’s actually 
a separate fan, originating in the V-notch 
gully, top-center. The 10- to 15-foot high
escarpment separating 
this fan from DZ’s was
probably cut as sediment
delivery waned in closing
years of the Little Ice Age.
Fan deposition created
ideal conditions for grave
digging and vigorous 
spruce growth. 
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6 LiDAR tree heights
For my prep and summary slide shows I 
ultimately decided that 3m height classes
would be better than the 5m code on previ-
ous page. There’s actually 3 layers here: 1) 
normalized vegetation, 2) LiDAR intensity 
image at 50%, 3) June 2013 aerial.
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Point-cloud profile through box A-B on preceding page. CBJ-commissioned 
LiDAR, 2013
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7 Online gravesite map 
Elizabeth Jenkins, Alaska’s Energy Desk - Juneau - June 22, 2015*
A grease-smudged stack of 25 fading sheets of paper in a storage shed is one of only two copies 
of who’s buried where in Evergreen Cemetery. All the burials since 1986 are handwritten, but that’s 
about to change. The City and Borough of Juneau was recently awarded a grant to map its graves 
digitally.

Ben Patterson has been overseeing the grounds at Evergreen Cemetery for about 12 years. 
During that time, he’s been able to reflect on where he’d like to spend his final days.

“I definitely don’t want to be put into the ground, I know that,” he says. “I don’t know if that’s 
because I’ve spent so much time in the cemetery, but I think I’d rather be spread around a little bit.”

Inside the cemetery storage shed, along with gardening tools and a lawnmower, is an invaluable 
stack papers.

“Basically 25 pages of maps that show all the plots,” Patterson says.
The other known copy is kept in a separate location to avoid both being destroyed in a fire. More 

than 8,000 people are buried at Evergreen. The cemetery dates back to the 1880s when it was 
moved from its original spot on Chicken Hill.

One of only two known paper records of Evergreen 
Cemetery. (Photo by Elizabeth Jenkins/KTOO)

Quinn Tracy is the lead cartographer on the project. 
(Photo by Elizabeth Jenkins/KTOO)

“It was staked as a mining claim 
for gold. So they had to move every-
one that was there,” Patterson says. 
Buried at Evergreen are several 
notable people in Alaska’s history: 
city co-founders Joe Juneau and 
Richard Harris, victims of the sink-
ing of the Princess Sophia and civil 
rights activist Elizabeth Peratrovich.

Tracy only needs two coordinates 
per grid section to map the entire 
cemetery–the rest will be overlaid 
using a digital scan of the 1986 
survey. He peels back the moss from 
a crumbling headstone to uncover 
a name.

“I don’t know, it’s just kind of sad 
that some of these you can’t really 
read,” Tracy says.

Soon family and friends will be 
able to search for grave sites on 
the city’s website with the click of a 
mouse.

“It’ll be similar in concept to 
Google Maps where you enter an 
address and it takes you to that loca-
tion,” he says. “In that case, you’ll 
enter someone’s name and will take 
you to their location in Evergreen 
Cemetery.”

Most of the remaining plots were 
sold in the 1950s and the site is 
almost full. Before long, there will be 
no new burials. Children nearby take 
turns tumbling down the hill.

Groundskeeper Ben Patterson 

says he doesn’t mind the historic resting 
place being treated like a park.

“I don’t find that disrespectful. I think it’s 
one of the neatest things about our ceme-
tery is that it’s just so peaceful and people 
like it so much,” Patterson says.

The Evergreen Cemetery map goes 
online in October.

PS, 2017: It’s up! Lovely resource!

Screenshot from Ben & Quinn’s 
database at:  https://cbj-gis.maps.
arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/
index.html?id=35523d5df6264362b8
625b40106730ca

*  https://www.alaskapublic.org/2015/06/22/online-cemetery-mapping-to-ensure-juneau-always-knows-where-the-bodies-are-buried/
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8 Script 
clinos  Making a forester-style stem map with 70 students is not for 
the faint of heart. In fact, I only do it once every 27 years. 

hiltnerbirds  First time was in 1989-&-90, when Discovery Southeast 
launched Nature Studies at Harborview Elementary. Master-teachers 
Homan, Maier, Campbell Baxter and Hiltner could round up great 
parent support for field trips, 

white&gold  so we launched an ambitious 3-grade mapping project. 
We gridded out 18x18m plots with string, using mapping as

EBsketching   . . . naturalist Kathy Hocker uses field-sketching—
“the art of noticing,” of paying attention. In the process, we 
acquainted students with handy, realworld skills used by ecologists to 
measure forest structure, and habitat succession. 

dialback 84-62-29  In class, we watched an airphoto sequence, 
dialing back the calendar to search for change. Warned about 
youngsters’confusion over vertical projection, I was relieved by their 
enthusiasm. We couldn’t keep third-graders in their seats— kept 
running up to the screen to see if their houses were there in 1984, 
1962, 1929. If you think about it, the game—What’s different about 
these 2 pictures?—is one

oops    . . . of our earliest developmental fascinations. Adaptive, no 
doubt. Those who didn’t notice the out-of-place leopard’s tail didn’t 
become our ancestors. That’s tuned our eyes to subtle change, 
essential skill in the study of succession.

1965 For downtown teachers (Harborview, Montessori, JD High, 
Yaaḵoos) with only an hour to get kids outside, Evergreen Cemetery’s 
always been the obvious place. Not great for understory or 
wildlife—and a definite no-no for soil pits—but there’s lovely trees to 
study, and human history—both shallow and deep. 

website Burial’s a challenge in the rugged rainforest. Most soil is 
too steep or too wet. In precontact times shamans were boxed, and 
commoners more sensibly cremated.

highpan   But if ya gotta bury, the ideal cemetery’s on a gently 
sloping alluvial fan. Deep, sorted, well-drained, easy-to-dig sand or 
gravel, with water table generally below coffin level. 

GIS series  There’s intense competition for such sites—also coveted 
by developers. Fortunately for downtown green-space, cemeteries 
have powerful constituencies, who veto proposals to relocate 
their grandparents. Our 5th graders mapped that classic alluvial 
landform—or at least some postage-stamp samplings of it. 

level  With hand levels and survey rods, they took spot elevations 
and, 

contours   back in class, interpolated contour lines, ultimately, 
building 3D models of the sloping terrain.

plot 1   4th graders dealt with trees on those same plots, mapping 
their x-y as circles drawn to scale, measuring heights with the broken 
stick method . . .

profile  . . . and later, drawing them in profile. This had required 
sketching-in the limits of each tree’s crown onto our field map. On the 
5th-graders’ stacked-cardboard terrain model, 4th graders installed 
spruce trees with pipecleaner branches.

MJT pan  Third-graders made sure the strings were firmly staked 
down, pointed out stuff adults are too tall to notice, and later, added 
tiny clay people to the 5th&4th-grade plot models.
 
toe-to-toe  In fall, 2017,  Montessori teacher Mary Jane Tenney 
organized her colleagues to undertake an equally ambitious 
remapping project. 

kayaks   During a teacher’s kayak expedition to Kanak’aa, skinny 
(Seymour Canal), we talked about how cool it’d be to find those plots 
and remeasure them. Montessori grades are merged—1, 2, 3s, and 
4,5 6s—so we’d do the more technical mapping with those older 3 
grades.

unrolling  Tall Tom Schwartz—former Discovery naturalist now at 
Montessori—lent us a team of middleschoolers, to keep the instructor-
student ratio small and friendly.

backpan  At a jog, you can reach the 1990 stem map plots in about 
96 seconds from the door of Montessori. 

mapzoom  laying my old cemetery sketchmap over 2013 aerials, 

trees lined up nicely. Cartography has really blossomed over that 
27-year span—I’ll show some examples shortly. But old-fashioned, 
hands-on measuring skills still come in handy

series with field audio only . . .

nick Increasingly, hi-res contour mapping can be done from airborne 
surveys such as LiDAR and IfSAR. But earth-bound surveyors aren’t 
going out of business anytime soon, and the basic procedure of 
shooting to a survey rod is one way for students to get grounded. 

bare earth  laser light bouncing off the ground to a low-flying plane 
produces what we call a bare-earth hillshade that strips away trees, 
buildings and bridges. On this one I’ve added back the schools and 
playfield from photography.

spotted  Once the plot map’s filled in with decimeter spot elevations, 
students thread in the contour lines.

2013 Here’s how the plot-3 contours look, superimposed on a recent 
airphoto.

gap flight  But what about those trees? Let’s measure some.

crown circle   mapping crown spread’s a good group activity. 
Everyone backs away from the trunk until each is standing under an 
outermost branch tip. Then they figure out their x-y position on the 
plot, and report that to the mapper as she comes around, roughing 
out the cover.

plot3-1990  Plot 3 showed the greatest change. Dark green crowns 
are spruce, pale green for mountain ash.

plot3-2017  27 years later some of the spruce branches had extend 4 
meters farther out.

plot3-1990  Let’s see how height and crownshape changed over 
that period. 

plot3-2017  In addition to the expected height gain, those lower 
branches now droop closer to the ground.

normveg  We can now see all of that in the LiDAR point cloud, 
composed of millions of dots of known x-y-z position. One way to 
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display it allows colorized height classes—in this case with taller trees 
turning redder. 

plots on 2013  Here’s how our remapped plots look, dropped on the 
2013 aerial. Treetops and crown spreads conform well to the photo.

box AB  Our LiDAR point cloud allows us to look at the trees in box 
A-B from the side, just as in our old-fashioned hand-drawn profiles.

pan  With a measuring tool we can check the height of any tree, 
accurate to the nearest meter. I was delighted to find that they closely 
matched our students’ estimates, using the broken stick method. 
Those small, rounded trees are mountain ashes, and the tall pointy 
ones are spruce.

descent flight  One thing LiDAR’s fairly useless for (so far anyway), 
is tree diameter and age. 

taping  foresters define diameter at breast height as 4.5 feet above 
the tree’s centerpoint. On a third grader, that’s more like diameter 
at head height. Important to standardize if you want to compare 
measurements 27 years apart. 

plot2 1990  In 1990, that spruce on the right was 84 centimeters.

plot2 2017  Today, it’s grown to 104, which we show as a yellow 
donught around the original brown trunk circle.

climbing  How do tree ages fit with what we know about the 
cemetery from old maps and air photos?

coring series with field audio only . . .

1929 largest  Our largest plot tree, 106 centimeters, was one of just a 
few scattered saplings 88 years ago.

sample  Core samples are glued to boards and sanded, then marked 
every decade, counting inward from the bark. If you know the radius 
from your tape measure, you can estimate missed rings

sample  Also adding time for the tree to grow to core height, we 
guessed this one started around 1890—just a teenager in spruce 
years.

2013  With all this mapping and measuring under our belts, let’s make 
one last pass through the airphoto historical series. On this June 
image, color and size distinguish the spruces from ashes, and a few 
other deciduous trees. Sections of the grounds are beginning to feel 
like actual forest.

1984  If you take the time to toggle between 2013 and 1984, you find 
quite a few of the ashes disappeared. These made fun puzzlers for 
the students; groundskeepers are pretty clever about making those 
stumps disappear.

1962  Our town was pretty spartan looking in the 1960s—as was 
much of suburban north america. European nursery trees, planted in 
rows. The spruces look more random, probably self colonized.

1929  A  century ago, no Harborview. Just a dairy on the beach, and 
a fairly large conifer grove. A handful of survivors still stand beside 
the school. 

In the year 2050, I hope Discovery Naturalists greet the children of 
today’s Montessori students, and take em across the street to map 
and remeasure. I hope they still use string and clipboards, and can 
still write their names with pencils.

Gunalchéesh!
Montessori teachers/administrators:
Mary Jane Tenney
McNutt, Lynnette, Cory Crossett,
Stacy LaMascus, Melissa Patterson
Callie Conerton, Kristin Garot
Tom Schwartz, Rick Bellagh

Discovery & friends:
Andrew Madsen, Jamie Karnik 
Steve Merli, Shawn Eisele
Nick Marinelli, Janalynn Doten Ferguson
Bess Crandall

And the Harborview 
teachers of 1990! 
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